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Our Chairman, Richard Childs, compares then and now
1973 was significant in our national
history as the year the country joined
the European Economic Community
and purchase tax was replaced by Value Added Tax (VAT).
In Chichester major construction work
continued on the Northgate circulatory
system. On Chapel Street, building
works at the rear of the Post Office had
provided the opportunity for further
archaeological investigation of the Roman baths site. Investigations also took
place on the site of Russell and Bromley’s shop on the corner of South
Street before it was built.
The city was preparing for local government change with the imminent
abolition of the old Chichester City
Council and the creation of the new
Chichester District Council. These
changes plus the numerous building
developments caused general concern
and in particular prompted David
Goodman to call a meeting on the first
of October which proved to be the
genesis of the Chichester Society.
2013 also marks the 20th anniversary

of my moving to Chichester. You may
ask, so what? Well there is a link between these two anniversaries. For my
first 6 weeks in Chichester I lived in a
West Sussex County Council owned
house in Orchard Street. The house
was rented out temporarily to newlyappointed council officers while they
sought permanent accommodation. As
I was to discover later on, it was one of
the properties that had been compulsorily purchased by the Council as part
of the planned development of the
city’s ring road, which in turn was one
of the principal reasons for the establishment of the Chichester Society 20
years previously.
In the Newsletter this year we shall be
taking the opportunity to look back on
the Society’s activities over the past 40
years, its successes and its failures.
However I assure you that the nostalgia will be balanced with news of our
current work, and of our efforts to ensure we maintain the principles of
those who founded the Society to keep
Chichester the remarkable city we
know and love.

20. Events and Advertisements
ROLLS-ROYCE
VISIT ON 25 APRIL!
SEE DETAILS P. 15
Printed on Nine Lives
recycled paper
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Orchard Street properties which would been lost if the ring road had been built
Read other issues on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk

Winter Woes
We all know how wet this winter has been, and we’ve all driven
through puddles large and small. The Highways Agency has woken
up to the idea that the A27 is a mainroad, and shouldn't be (half)closed each time it rains. WSCC has been working on some of the
trouble spots around Chichester, but we urge them not to relax their
efforts. Every time a car drives through a puddle, the water squirts out
at high speed from under its tyres, taking a bit, then a bit more, then
lots more road surface with it - and so we get the potholes! If the puddles were banished it would save in the long run.

BEFORE

BEFORE

There’s no cheating - paired
pictures were each taken
after similar heavy rain.
From top right, clockwise;
Westgate Fields pedestrian
underpass - fixed (the depth
of the water was shown by
the reflections); Pothole in
St Martin’s Square, normally under a puddle; Quarry
Lane - needs attention; College Lane - temporarily
fixed with the aid of a pump.

AFTER

AFTER

What happened to Chichester’s ambitions for recycling?
Or, when is a plastic not a
plastic?
Take a look at the two objects on the right. One is a
food or drink container, made from PET and
marked recyclable. So is the other. But CDC will
only take the bottle, as that commands a better
price at the recyclers.
Now that the supermarkets have been shamed into
using recyclable plastics, isn’t it time that CDC
got serious with its waste contractors and arranged
to take any plastic marked with the recycle logo?
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Crumbling Chichester
Have you taken a critical look at shopfronts recently?
Not the bit with the merchandise in, but up above. We
know that retailers are having a hard time of it, but the
responsibility for maintenance and repair lies with the
landlords. It’s about time that they did something to
justify collecting rent which is as high as ever, not to
mention preserving their property and keeping Chichester beautiful. Some encouragement fron our City
Centre Business Manager and/or CDC Planning Enforcement Officers would not come amiss.

Clockwise from top right: Ebony Jewellers, South
St; Carphone Warehouse, North St; Next, East
Street; RBS, South St.

COST-EFFECTIVE MOTORING?
Do the Maths to find out! [advertorial]
Co-Wheels Club cars are for you to use; you
see them today in their dedicated bays on
East and West Streets. Are you motoring
less than 8,000 miles/year? If so, then CoWheels could save you money.
The maths is simple: Co-Wheels Car Club
Chichester costs a one-off £25 to join + a user
fee of £4.50/hour + a fixed 21 pence/mile, to
cover fuel. The comparative cost of using
your own car is the sum of your fixed costs
(depreciation, insurance, MOT, servicing,
city-centre parking, cleaning etc.), say £2800
per year. For low mileage drivers, CoWheels makes an excellent option for a first
car or a good substitute second car. Businesses that have occasional need for an additional vehicle might also find Co-Wheels a
cost effective solution!
See right for the website address and phone.
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What lies behind really fresh vegetables?
The second in John Wichers’ series talking to stallholders in the Farmers’ Market
One of the appealing aspects of a
Farmers’ Market is the opportunity
for the odd banter between stallholder and customer. At the Black
Dog Nurseries stall, cheerful proprietor Alistair Baldwin is always
up for a chat and getting his opinion is not difficult: deciding how to
summarize it all to convey the enthusiasm for doing what he does, is
the tricky part!

pected to help in the daily and seasonal duties of running a horticultural business, thus acquiring a natural rapport with all things agronomic.

The teenage Alistair chose to escape his obvious birthright by taking a 3-year course at Worthing
Art College studying Product Design. From there, he enrolled at
Wolverhampton University and in
The Land Settlement Association 1985 graduated with a BA (Hons.)
in Industrial Design.
The LSA was a scheme to encourage smallholdings, now wound up, Return to his Roots
dating from 1934 and backed jointIn 2008, after some 20 years in the
ly by government and charity
retail trade, first with HMV and
funding. Alistair’s parents, Don
latterly with Argos and Home
and Helen Baldwin started out as
Base, Alistair returned to his famione of their tenants in 1963, the
ly home in North Mundham and to
same year that Alistair was born.
the Black Dog Nursery, still run by
In 1979 their bid to buy out the
his parents, Don and Helen. By
tenancy was refused; instead they
then and at his own admission, “I
acquired the 7 acres of the Black
had become tired and bored with
Dog nursery in North Mundham.
the endless round of management
Alistair and his younger brother
meetings and having a boss seemKelvin and sister Nicol were raised
ingly half my age.” Desperate to
on the nursery and in common
do something more fulfilling, he
with most rural families of their
realised that perhaps all his previgeneration; the offspring were exAlastair at the Black Dog Nursery stall

ous retail experience and training
could be put to better use back
home, working with his family.
This return to childhood origins
also offered a providential escape
route from his, by now, very tedious job.
An Economic Problem
To his trained marketing eye, it
was clear that the traditional way
of selling to the wholesaler could
not long continue. Rising fuel costs
and long supply chains had all but
completely eroded the profit margin. The large-scale producer, on
the other hand, able to work with
tiny margins and selling in huge
volume was fast driving the smallholder to extinction. To survive,
the family-type nursery needed to
target the retail trade directly - no
middlemen! Moreover, the customers needed to be local shoppers, thus keeping fuel transportation costs to a minimum. The
Chichester Farmers’ Market had
now been going for 10 years and
offered a bespoke environment to
bring small-holder and retail customer together.
Over the last four years Alistair
has teamed up with his younger
brother, Kelvin, who lives locally.
Kelvin also runs an independent
irrigation and fencing business
from the same site. The two brothers have built on the changing
ethos of Black Dog Nursery and
now concentrate on ensuring that
the produce they bring to market is
chosen for the presence of carefully chosen and essential qualities.
Vegetables in Season
Though not Soil Association
“organic”, Black Dog Nursery
strictly observes basic, some might
say old-fashioned, horticultural
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conventions. All their production
is what Helen Baldwin terms
“Natural Season”; meaning that
although grown under glass, there
is no artificial heat employed.
Furthermore, all plants are soil
grown with no use of hydroponics. Interestingly, Bumble Bee
colonies are employed to ensure
thorough pollination and
‘predator’ insects are used to
purge unwelcome pests.
The philosophy of “Pick Ripe”
drives the business; all produce is
harvested only when completely
ready. The quantity picked is always dictated by maturity – not
by potential demand at market.
This fact is amply demonstrated
by a glance at the content of

Alistair’s stall; small offerings of
tomatoes, peppers, aubergine,
bean, et al, but of varieties known
for their flavour rather than simply for yield. All are quickly
snapped up by discerning customers who really appreciate the superior taste of these unusual
strains.
Diversification essential!
The Black Dog Nursery now has a
more certain future: apart from
vegetables, they grow 150 varieties of culinary and medicinal
herb, many of which are supplied
to the Weald and Downland Museum. Garden and bedding plants
augment the range of produce on
offer to the buying public - not

only at Chichester, but also Petworth, Midhurst and Arundel
Farmers’ Markets. Other outlets
include annual agricultural fairs
and also a small but steady business direct from the nursery.
As long as there are tough, venerable couples like Don and Helen
Baldwin, still content to put in
long hours potting up thousands
of bedding plants and planting
seasonal crops, as well as sons
like Alistair, with fresh ideas and
the desire to make these ideas succeed, the future of small-holdings
and farmers markets will be
assured. This is certainly true of
The Black Dog Nursery, which
this year celebrates its fiftieth
anniversary.

News from Chichester Festival Theatre
Debbie Plentie of the CFT gives us an update on plans for this year’s Festival season
Following its award-winning 50th anniversary season,
Chichester Festival Theatre has announced that the
productions of its Festival 2013 will take place in the
breathtaking 1,400-seat Theatre in the Park.
The Festival Theatre is closed as the redevelopment
work, made possible by the RENEW project, gathers
pace. While the Minerva Theatre remains open, Artistic Director Jonathan Church and Executive Director
Alan Finch have considered various options when pondering how best to present a Festival with their main
stage out of commission.

The solution? The Theatre in the Park, a state-of-the
-art auditorium which will appear, in the form of a
vast tented village, on Oaklands Park in June. Specially designed for Chichester Festival Theatre and
offering 21st Century facilities for its audience, it
will be home to at least two Festival 2013 productions.
The brand new, albeit temporary, auditorium will be
just a few minutes’ stroll across the Park from the
Theatre site. The building will house a purpose-built
and beautifully designed theatre. Mirroring the Festival Theatre’s auditorium, it will have 1,400 seats
and a thrust stage, and all the comfort and facilities
of a 21st Century theatre, including air-conditioning,
a large foyer area, open plan bars and a large foyer
and open plan bars.
A wide walkway across Oaklands Park will ensure
easy access to the Theatre in the Park and assistance
will be provided for those who have difficulty walking. The auditorium will have wheelchair access and
a lift for the use of disabled patrons.
The Theatre in the Park promises outstanding theatre
in an extraordinary setting.

For full details of Festival 2013, which have recently
Artist’s impression of the Theatre in the Park as it will
been announced, visit cft.org.uk or call the Box
be for the 2013 season
Office on 01243 781312 for a brochure.
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Our Footpath network - an Invaluable Asset!
Jon Perks of WSCC’s Public Rights of Way Team explains just how much is there to enjoy
Public Rights of Way (PROWs)
in West Sussex total some 2576
miles, longer than the road network and indeed enough to stretch
from Chichester to Cairo. Each
path or bridleway is an asset,
available to everyone, whether it
be for recreation, access to services or going about one’s daily
business. A survey by Natural
England* found that in the year
2011-12 there were 1.41 billion
visits to the English countryside,
nearly a third involving footpaths,
bridleways or cycleways

Far left, new
signage for
roadsides; left,
new signage for
footpaths, which
is supplemented
by roundels of
the appropriate
colour on posts;
below; the suspension bridge
at North Stoke,
re-built by the
Gurkhas and
maintained by
WSCC

A wide variety of provision
West Sussex is fortunate to possess a fantastic variety of
PROWs; across downland turf on
The Trundle, the foreshore at
Bosham, heathland at Blackdown
or notorious Wealden Clay (which
can turn from ankle-sucking bog
to ankle-breaking rock in days!).
The PROW team also has a brief
for Access Land, largely mapped
parcels of downland or common,
though within the National Park
this is a responsibility of the

SDNPA***. Then there are permissive rights of way granted by
the landowner. A local example is
the Chichester Canal towpath,
which would only be a footpath
had the landowner (WSCC) not
also given permission for use by
cyclists.
Legal complexity
PROW management is quite complex due to the various statutes
and case law involved.. There are

footpaths (1759 miles) for use on
foot only; bridleways (729 miles)
also open to people on horseback
and bicycle; restricted byways (80
miles) where you can also drive a
horse and carriage; and BOATs**
(8 miles) where in addition motor
vehicles are allowed. All PROW
run on privately owned land
(rarely is the owner WSCC), and
if, for instance, a cyclist rides
along a footpath, they are committing trespass, but someone in a
motor vehicle is actually committing a criminal offence. Newly
introduced signage will help to
distinguish these categories on the
ground.
WSCC has many legal responsibilities (e.g. signage) though its
main duty is to assert the right of
the public to use the definitive
network. Many responsibilities
fall to the landowner, such as upkeep of stiles and gates or keeping
paths free of crops and overhanging hedges.
A partnership approach
Partnerships and good relations
between WSCC, other local authorities, interest groups and landowners are often the quickest and
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Left, cycling IS allowed on the
Chichester Canal towpath;
below, PROW volunteers installing new steps on a steep path
darren.rolfe@westsussex.gov.uk
Note that at the moment we are
looking for practical works volunteers; there is a waiting list for
path inspectors.
Good value at £1.60

most effective way to solve a
problem. Users, too, can play
their part in maintaining good relations by keeping to the line of
the path, keeping dogs under control and generally following the
Country Code. Clearing up after
your dog in the country may seem
unnecessary to some, but dog
mess does reduce the value of any
crop, even grass. Responsible use
encourages landowners to be generous and open up more of their
land on a permissive basis, e.g. to
let the public walk along a field
edge instead of along a busy road.

the PROW team and their volunteers. Uniquely among county
highway authorities, all PROW
are inspected every nine months
followed by minor maintenance
works and repairs. Additional
programmes cover surfacing,
bridge repairs and summer vegetation clearance. Some of this
work is done by volunteers,
whose contribution to the partnership – and willingness to get their
hands dirty – is much valued. If
you would like to join our volunteer team, please get in touch with

The County Council continues to
have a strong commitment to
maintaining PROW for all, free at
the point of use, and at a cost of
only £1.60 pa per resident. When
you are next out and about, maybe you’ll think about the background work which keeps paths
open - but do enjoy your trip.
Hopefully we’ll be blessed with
some good summer weather this
year!
*The MENE survey at http:/
publications.naturalengland.org.uk/
publication/1712385?category=47018
**Byways Open to All Traffic
*** South Downs National Park Authority

Jon Perks has worked in WSCC’s
PROW team for 14 years and in
his spare time can be found taking
a “busman’s holiday”, walking or
cycling the local PROW network.

The PROW Group in action
The County Council’s team seeks
to promote PROW usage, maintaining and enhancing paths while
also dealing with enquiries from
the public. You can find out
whether your favourite path is a
public one, and explore the network generally by visiting
www.westsussex.gov.uk/iMap
and using the interactive map
there. Only the paths shown on
this ‘definitive’ map, which supersedes ‘custom and practice’,
are PROWs. The map also has a
quick and straightforward method
for reporting problems.
Problems may also be spotted by
ISSUE NUMBER 176~ MARCH 2013
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The Story of Summersdale Residents Association
Jeremy Hunt, the Chairman, looks at SRA activities old and new
The Summersdale Residents’ Association was formed in 1969,
when residents decided that a proposal to transport gravel by conveyor belt across Fordwater Road
should be fought.The planning
application was refused and so
the Association can claim a victory for its very first campaign! In
the years since then the Association has won and lost many battles to try to preserve the special
character of the area. Overall we
feel that we have been successful
in protecting this and hope that
the attached photos of the area
give some idea of this special
character.
Our aims continue
The aims of the SRA, set out in
our Constitution, are to encourage
community spirit, to preserve and
improve the environment and
amenities of Summersdale and to
foster the interests of local residents.
The difficulty generally with encouraging community spirit today
is that, not only do we move
around much more than we used
to but, we are all so busy that we
have less time to get involved in
community projects. However,

Left, Tree Planting opposite
Rousillon Park: L
to R, Andrew Trim
(ZeroC Project
Manager), Jeremy
Hunt (Chairman
SRA), Giles Lamb
(who campaigned
for more trees)
and Graham Mundie (WSCC).

Below left, Fordwater Road - without conveyor belt!
we like to think that when people
settle in Chichester, and in
Summersdale in particular, they
find it such a pleasant place to
live that they tend to stay here.
This continuity helps greatly in
fostering the community spirit
within our area.

their projects. For example in
Broyle Road we supported member Giles Lamb in his successful
campaign to have trees planted
opposite Roussillon Park. The
SRA were grateful for the support
that ZeroC Holdings and the
WSCC gave to this project.

Tree planting schemes

We feel that the SRA has a positive influence in trying to ensure
that any development in Summersdale reflects the character of
the area. However, some developments are a step too far. We have
many pleasant detached houses
with large gardens in Summersdale which are easy targets for
developers. Fortunately new Government guidelines now accept
that such gardens should no longer be considered as brownfield
sites. However, it is something
that the SRA is always keeping a
watchful eye on.

The SRA is always keen to preserve and improve the environment. We have been involved in
several tree planting projects
where we either funded the planting or supported local residents in

Continuing with activism!
A recent application, which we
definitely felt was a step too far,
was the proposal by Taylor
Wimpey to develop 92 dwellings
in the Lavant Gap. This site is
Registered Charity No. 268055
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Typical Summersdale, in Spring and in Summer

just to the north of Summersdale,
in what is known locally as the
Daffodil Field. The SRA joined
forces with residents of Lavant to
form a group known as RAGE2
(Residents Against Greenfield
Encroachment) to fight this application. The CDC refused permission in December and we wait to
see if the developer lodges an appeal. This campaign was a real

‘community’ effort and an excellent example of the ‘Big Society’
at work.
Links to other organisations
Summersdale is only one part of
Chichester, so naturally we take
an active interest in what happens
elsewhere in our City. We represent our members on many local
committees, such as RAGE2, the

JOIN IN AND HELP US - VISIT OUR WEBSITE

Goodwood Liaison Committees,
the Neighbourhood Management
Panel, the Graylingwell Liaison
Panel and CRAG (Chichester
Residents’ Association Group).
We also regularly attend both
City and District Council planning meetings as well as the
WSCC South Chichester Local
Committee Meetings.

www.summersdaleresidents.co.uk

The SRA is a very active organisation, run by an extremely dedicated committee. We produce a twice yearly
newsletter and have an excellent website. Here you can find more information, details on how to join and our
contact details. Under the Notice Board section you can access our Neighbourhood Character Appraisal
which gives an excellent insight into the history and character of Summersdale.

Reginorum or Regnorum?
The new bronze plaques have sparked controversy. David Wilson looked into the issue
Chichester has been called at various times Noviomagus Reginorum, Regnorum, Regnentium or
Regentium. As these names were
comr from manuscripts which are
often abbreviated or damaged,
there has been plenty of room for
interpretation by archaeologists.
The Antonine Itinerary (a marching route list for the Roman Army) just gives it the abbreviation
Regno; Ptolemy’s Geography
calls it only Noeomagus; the seventh century Ravenna Cosmology
calls it Navimago Regentium.
Often a preferred name has been
based on the title of the local tribe.
ISSUE NUMBER 176~ MARCH 2013

Again, archaeologists do not
agree! The local tribe was variously called Regnenses, Regini, Regni, Reginoi and Regnoi, and so
there’s no help there.
Modern Celtic experts say that
“Regini” is a tribal Celtic name
(= the proud ones) but that
“Regni” (= of the kingdom) is
Roman. One ingenious suggestion
is that the original name was Noviomagus Reginorum, but Roman
authors didn’t think it looked right
and ‘corrected’ it to Regnorum.

This has happened through the
ages – for a modern example,
think of ‘Brighthelmstone’ which
we now know as ‘Brighton’.
The brass plates showing Reginorum follow the current majority
opinion. ‘Noviomagus Reginorum’ is the name preferred by the
Sussex Archaeological Society,
the City Council and James Kenny
the District Council the District
Archaeologist. If you believe in
the Internet, a search for Reginorum yields 449 results but for
Regnorum 255 results.
So you pays your money and you
takes your choice!

Read other issues on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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How Stonepillow makes a difference for the homeless
Nik Hammett of STONEPILLOW tells of life on and off our streets
The Christian Care Association
(CCA) was formed in 1989 following a sermon given by the
Reverend Hilary Parsons concerning the death of an ex-Graylingwell patient in a public toilet in
Chichester. The Association was
registered as a charity in 1991 (St
Richard of Chichester Christian
Care Association) but since 2007
has used the operating name of
Stonepillow.
Rough sleeping
Our central aim remains the same,
to reduce the number of rough
sleepers in Chichester and Arun
districts by engaging with them
early, offering emergency shelter,
resettlement, reconnection, and
increasing their ability to return to
work. We collaborate with local
and national government and specialist agencies so that single
homeless individuals are empowerd to make positive changes to
their lives and not return to the
streets.
Shelters and opportunities
Our shelter at ST JOSEPH’S
NIGHT REFUGE, located on the
road to Hunston, is open every
night of the year, providing emergency access accommodation for
clients, a small number of which
can be used for our 28 day stay
programme for those clients who
are willing to engage in a recovery

Registered Charity No. 268055

pathway. We have 10 individual
units, communal shower rooms
and a kitchen/diner. Evening meal
and breakfast are prepared by volunteer cooks and overseen by resident project workers. Clients can
obtain second hand clothing and
use the laundry. The focus of St
Joseph’s is to give people safety
and stability as the basis for reintegrating into the community.
We have a unique community
based 12-bed residential specialist
supported housing project, based
in Bognor Regis, for people in
recovery from addiction. This
SANDS PROJECT is very successful with a continuing waiting
list from West Sussex referrals.
Clients typically spend 6 months
here before moving to independent living with support tailored to
their individual needs. During
their time in Sands, clients are
helped first to manage their addictions and on this foundation to
progress to detoxification and rehabilitation. Our life skills and
education courses enable them to
enhance their self-confidence and
self-respect and generate the motivation for an independent life.
With a continuum of care from us
they attain freedom from a life
devastated by addiction.
Left, St. Joseph’s Night Refuge;
right, The Hub at St. Cyriac’s

THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY NEWSLETTER

The Old Glassworks at St Cyriac’s houses THE HUB, which is
Stonepillow’s day centre. It is
open all year round, seven days a
week. For a daily charge of 50p
we provide our clients with breakfast, lunch and hot drinks. There
are shower and laundry facilities
available and project workers on
hand to offer individual support
plans. In the afternoon The Hub
runs classes and workshops to advise on benefit claims, housing
options, life skills and avoiding
substance misuse. We also offer
clients an on-site GP surgery and
a needle exchange service.
We operate a lottery funded social
enterprise called RESTORE to
restore and recycle furniture and
household goods. This is located
in Terminus Road. THE BIKE
SHED does the same thing for old
and unwanted bicycles. Donations
of furniture and electrical white
goods are vital and we collect and
deliver these within West Sussex;
we also need bicycles, useable
spares and equipment. Once recycled, our quality affordable furniture is sold (including discounts
for those on low incomes), as are
the refurbished bicycles. Not only
does this activity reduce landfill
but it also provides valuable skill
training for the long term unemployed. Clients of Stonepillow are
trained through Restore to become
‘job-ready’, but we also take re-
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The Restore project at work
ferrals from the job centre and elsewhere. We always need
more community volunteers as trainers to ensure the
scheme flourishes.
Our YOUNG PEOPLE PROJECTS provide accommodation in a safe environment for older children leaving care
and young unaccompanied asylum seekers. This project
ensures access to education and training at local colleges,
medical services and assistance with life skills. This is integrated with help in finding personal accommodation.
Even though this service will end at the end of March
Stonepillow will continue to support the young 18 year
olds who find themselves homeless and vulnerable. Our
dedicated assertive outreach workers and specialist staff
will endeavour to ensure that these youngsters do not become entrenched homeless individuals.
The work of Stonepillow relies on our ability to have the
availability of MOVE-ON ACCOMMODATION. There
are 16 units available for all services to access when clients
are ready to move on to the next stage of their journey.
People can continue to be offered accommodation after
they have been in their initial hostel placement, where they
receive tailored support from project workers, again linked
to the necessary life skills to prepare them for independent
living.
Support from Chichester
Stonepillow is a charity that relies on donations from trust
funds, grants, churches and individuals. Throughout the
year we organise street collections and fundraising events.
The largest event is the ‘Big Sleepout’ on the Cathedral
Green in which participants are sponsored to sleep out in
cardboard shelters for one night. The Big Sleepout is always well supported by the residents in and around Chichester. This success of this event is made possible by our
trusty volunteers who fulfil so many different roles within
the organisation and running of the day.
.
Scenes from the Big Sleepout; cardboard tents in all
shapes and sizes, and even a backing band!
ISSUE NUMBER 176~ MARCH 2013
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Why Chi? - part 1
David Tregear is alarmed at suggestions that County administration might be dispersed
A proposal to re-locate County
Hall from the centre of Chichester
to a site near Tangmere, in order
to build houses on the city site,
ignores many matters of significance linking the activities of
many existing and former staff at
County Hall as established at the
hub of a balanced community.
These active links exist within the
city:

growth point for those two institutions.
Local Administration. The coexistence of the County and two
other Councils within the city for
over 100 years, has strengthened
and deepened local democratic
involvement. Other headquarters
locally include the Cathedral (for

Justice. The County Council
has its origins in groups of
magistrates (Quarter Sessions) gradually undertaking
more administrative than judicial tasks, and, in 1889 being reformed into the County
Council. Even after local
governmental and judicial

Police and Emergency Services.
There are vital links to police,
fire, and ambulance services with
County Hall, even though Police
Headquarters are at Lewes.
Service and Leisure Industries.
Personal links between staff at
County Hall and the numerous
restaurants in the city, inspired,
perhaps, by a local food manufacturer, C. Shippam Ltd. (now
Princes Foods), are clear. There
has been financial support from
the County for the Chichester
Festival Theatre, likely to continue after refurbishment. The
nationally important Pallant
House Gallery also enjoys personal support from County Hall
staff within walking distance.

Civic functions:
(clockwise from
top) Administration, Education,
Justice and
Health, all within Chichester.

administrations were reorganised in the latter half of
the 20th century, links with
many levels of the courts in
the city (and beyond) and
various parts of the County
Council are still operative.
Education. Since 1889 the
County Council has a direct responsibility for County schools at
all age levels to school-leaving.
Within the city are 3 senior and 5
junior schools. Indirect links between the County, Chichester
College, and Chichester University show the County Hall as a focal
Registered Charity No. 268055

the Diocese) and the W.I.
Health. Because the NHS employs more than any other in the
city the personal connections with
County Hall are strong threads in
the social web balancing life in
the city.
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It has been felt necessary to
recount details above, because
only in such particular points
can the vitality of these parts
of life in the city be appreciated. County Hall represents so
much more than so many
square feet of development. To
overlook the myriad personal
connections between staff and city
inhabitants will go far to the sterilisation of a vital city.
David Tregear is a former Chairman of The Chichester Society
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Why Chi? - part 2
Grace Taylor, a new Graylingwell resident, explains why she feels so much at home
I was rattling around alone in a
big family house that had started
to cost money. A new conservatory before the old one fell down,
a new roof for the 4 car garage –
what would be next? There was
nowhere locally that I fancied living – despite having spent the last
thirty years there - and I was in
something of a quandary. What
to do?
I spent a fortnight in the summer
of 2011 in Westhampnett with my
daughter who ferried me around
all the local development sites
from Bognor to Fishbourne. Yes,
they were all nice but nothing
jumped out and said ‘I’m yours’

(hollow laugh) with a small garden (I used to have a third of an
acre to look after!).
 It was an Eco-site and should
cost less to run. Also, the idea of
getting paid for making electricity
was music to my ears as a Scot,
although I had to install my own
solar panels.
 It was in a nice area, which was
important to me, close to town
and even had its own little bus
service.
Now I live in a three bedroomed
end-of-terrace house, have nice
neighbours and look out on to the
well tended gardens of the houses
across the road.

round the city walls, the cathedral
and the Bishop’s Gardens and a
host of other sights, like Priory
Park.
I enjoy stumbling across interesting buildings, and there are plenty
of them, and artefacts in the back
streets. The people of Chichester
have welcomed me in various
ways which is important when
you get to my age. The bus service is brilliant, especially for a
pass-holder, and I haven’t tried
them all yet. In fact, who needs a
car? I can get to Sainsbury’s via
the back roads on my bike and
there is a local shop I can walk to.

Glimpses of
Graylingwell

until I saw the houses at
Graylingwell. Immediately I
fancied a three storey one
but my daughter disabused
me of that mentioning frying
pans and fires. I returned
home empty-handed but the
seed was sown. Graylingwell ticked a lot of boxes:
 I was past it and the site of the
old mental hospital was apt, according to my daughter.
 It would be close enough to her
to help with the children but far
enough to live my own life.
 I wanted a new property that
wouldn’t need any work doing
ISSUE NUMBER 176~ MARCH 2013

Country, so accessible.

City, how delightful!
There is so much to explore and
initially I had lots of time to do it
in. That was before I joined the
various groups that interested me
and I was welcomed into. I have
done a certain amount of exploring and, when visited by my
brother and his wife, I found I was
proudly showing off the walk

I’ve been to the sea a couple of
times so it’s obviously not as
important as I thought. I can
look at the regular flood at the
foot of College Lane or the
Lavant when I need a glimpse
of water! Entertainment is
varied and I enjoy the art society,
Chichester Society, cinema, theatre, West Dean, Goodwood Sculpture Park, to mention but a few.
Would I encourage other people
to move here? You bet. I wish I
had done it sooner.
Grace Taylor moved to Chichester from Peterborough

Read other issues on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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The NEW New Park Centre opens its doors
Sharon Gregory, the Manager, provided us with some insights
After 12 months of upheaval the
new and refurbished buildings of
the New Park Community Centre
were officially opened on Dec 5th
at 2pm by Tony French, former
Mayor of Chichester and President
of the New Park Community &
Arts Association.

The design by architect David
Michael Boyd has included:

A new large hall, the Jubilee
Hall, which can accommodate
events and functions not possible
before. There are extra community
rooms available for hire, suitable
for a wide range of activities.
A main auditorium for the ChichFunding support from everyone
ester Cinema at New Park and amThe main funding for the extension
ateur dramatic productions;
was provided by Sport England,
Chichester District Council (CDC)  A new Community Inforand the F.G.Woodger Trust. Indimation Centre which is an initiaviduals also participated by joining tive of CDC, Voluntary Action
the ‘Buy A Brick’ campaign. As
Arun & Chichester (formely the
Councillor Eileen Lintill, CDC
CVS) and New Park Centre itself.
Cabinet Member for Leisure point An extended café/bar run by
ed out, the New Park Centre has
volunteers from the New Park
been incredibly popular and the
Sports and Social Club
refurbishment will allow a much
wider range of sport and other
 A new multi-use Dojo
community activities to take place (martial arts and fitness facility)
there in the future.
built to British Judo Association
You can book the centre for your
event - ring 01243 536840



regional standards with new shower and changing facilities. The

New Park martial art groups will
now be able to host regional training sessions and competitions.
Mark Beecher, Development Director for the British Judo Association regards this as a major addition to Judo facilities in the south
and expects great developments at
the Chichester Club.
Upgraded facilities including
new administrative and reception
facilities, upgraded electrical and
heating systems and new toilet facilities.


At ease with its environment
The new extension seen from New
Park Road achieves a striking appearance while being in harmony
with its environment. The opening
up of the Lower Walls Walk is also most welcome, as it is now possible to walk the Walls by New
Park either above or below.

The New Park Centre; building in progress last summer, and finished in November

Centurion Way - latest developments
Plans to extend Centurion Way to Cocking and/or Midhurst using the old railway line have been on hold for
many years. Now, with the South Downs National Park Authority keen to promote access, there is a revival.
Our man on the working party convened by the SDNPA, John Wichers, reports that the new management at
West Dean Estates, who own much of the land, is also more interested than before. John has been involved in
discussions and site visits, and says that the next stage will be to put a feasibility study out to tender.
Abridged, with apologies, from an article by John Wichers, which has given way to an extended article on the Local Plan, next page.

Registered Charity No. 268055
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The Chichester Society contributed some trees as well
We helped to landscape the nearby part of Jubilee Park for our 40th
The siting of these trees is apposite because almost 40 years ago
the Society vigorously campaigned to save the original New
Park building that at the time was
threatened with demolition.
Chichester Society member
George Appleby was elected as
the first Chairman of the New
Park Association in July 1974.
The Society’s support continued
with a fund-raising campaign that
turned New Park into the popular
centre it has since become.

The old self-seeded sycamore
trees at the back of the New Park
Centre had outgrown their
strength and needed replacement.
As part of the rebuilding of the
New Park Centre, these trees
were felled and replacements
arranged for Jubilee Park.
But there was a gap along the
Lower Walls Walk, so, to fill this
in and to mark the 40th anniversary of the Chichester Society,
two trees have been planted near
the Walls where the old playground used to be.
They are Fagus Dawyck ‘Gold’,
an upright form of golden beech.
With a bit of luck, they should
look like those in the picture in
20 years’ time, and brighten up a
dark corner.

The planting followed on from
the New Park opening ceremony,
and the Mayor, Anne Scicluna,
Councillor Tony French, George
Appleby and other people with a
longstanding interest in the City
were at both ceremonies.
Differing tree planting styles - L to
R, The Mayor; George Appleby; &
Geoff King, Chief Tree Warden

A Visit to Rolls Royce exclusively for ChiSoc members
A visit to the Rolls Royce plant has been arranged for Thursday 25 April for members of the Chichester
Society. It will take place from 3.00 to 5.30 pm. Please note that we have been advised to use the main entrance at the roundabout on Claypit Lane and will meet in the car park at 2.45 pm.
Tickets will cost £20, with all of the proceeds going to The Rheumatology Department at Southampton General Hospital - a charity supported by Rolls Royce - and will be allocated on a first come, first served basis by
phoning Grace Taylor, 01243 536683, or by sending a stamped addressed envelope and enclosing a cheque
payable to the Chichester Society, to her at 18 Lloyd Road, Chichester, PO19 6AZ with your request. As a
maximum of 24 visitors is allowed, members are invited to book their place without delay!
ISSUE NUMBER 176~ MARCH 2013
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The New Local Plan
Events are moving rapidly and critical decisions are about to be made
Regular readers will scarcely need
reminding that Chichester District
Council is in the process of producing a new Local Plan. This
plan, once approved, is intended
to determine the development of
the district from 2014 to 2029.

But what about infrastructure?

The Next Stage

The big talking point, mentioned
in earlier newsletters, is sewage
disposal. Apuldram is ‘full’ and
its extension cannot be justified
economically. Tangmere can be
extended, if OFWAT agree the
investment plan (decision 2014?)
and the extra capacity would be
available in 2019.

On 11th March, at 9.30 am, the
CDC Cabinet will consider and
vote on the planning officers’
recommendations as to the number of houses and industrial sites,
their locations and timescale. This
will be followed in the afternoon
by a general council meeting at
which all councillors may vote.
Any proposals which are approved by the council will be prepared for public consultation to
begin on 22nd March. Feedback
will be possible for six weeks after that (to 3rd May).
What’s in the Plan?
This section is necessarily speculative, but previous consultations
and government policy enable
some reasonable guesswork.
The total number of houses to
be built will be between 300 and
400 pa. Over 15 years, this would
add between 45% and 60% to the
number of Chichester households.


Much

of this housing, and any
commercial development, will be
on a few large sites. Most sites
will be on the coastal plain and
near Chichester, the National Park
preventing northwards extension.
‘Large’ means anything from 500
at the smallest site, Shopwyke, up
to 2000 elsewhere. The large sites
are likely to be at Tangmere, Shop
-wyke Lakes, Oldplace Farm (i.e.
the Lavant valley above Barnfield), and Whitehouse Farm (i.e.
west of Centurion Way)
Registered Charity No. 268055

Schools will be built and paid for
by the Community Infrastructure
Levy from the developers. The
A27 remains a mystery inside the
Highways Agency, though WSCC
may have some leverage.

So what’s the urgency?
Simply, any plan agreed now will
be in force in 2019, and not up for
later revision except in minor details.
The unexpected twist is that
Whitehouse Farm, which was
originally excluded because of the
restriction at Apuldram, has come
back in. We understand that the
developer, Linden Homes, has
offered to cover the expense of a
new main sewer which would
connect their site to Tangmere.
Plus ça change ...
The infamous centrally-directed
SE Plan is soon to be cancelled.
However, there is a new central
requirement for a "sound plan"
which requires a new plan based
on similar although updated evidence. The key document is the
Strategic Housing Market Assessment which lays down an increase
in population driven by inward
migration. Local Authorities also
have a "duty to cooperate".
The government may well reject
any plan with a housing total
much less than in the SE Plan.
THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY NEWSLETTER

This has already happened in
Winchester, where Eric Pickles as
Community Secretary has allowed
an appeal by Cala Homes to build
2000 houses at Barton Farm. The
scheme had been rejected by the
City Council, but over-ruled because insufficient sites were available under their 5-year plan.
What should I do now?
The consultation period expires
before the next newsletter comes
out, so act now.
Contact your committee (back
page for addresses) to tell us your
opinion on Chichester-wide developments. Outright opposition
with the risk of being overruled?
Or the least we can get away with,
and some control over which sites
are to be brought forward?


Tell us your email address if
you have one and have not told us
already. Then we can get back to
you with what’s happening.


Write to or email your local
councillor well before March 11th
to express your views.


Submit comments and questions for the CDC cabinet on 11th
March by 8th March. You can do
this by phoning 534674 or by
email to memberservices@
chichester.gov.uk


On Whitehouse Farm specifically, there is a campaign
(OBRAG) to have it excluded
from the local plan at the outset.
Please contact Paula Chatfield of
Parklands Residents Association
(paula@parklands-chichester.org
or 07788 140698) who is helping
to co-ordinate action on the 11th,
or David & Katherine RentonRose, organising the more general
OBRAG campaign (785234 or
rentonroses@btinternet.com).
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The Second World War Bombing of Chichester
Continuing our series of occasional book reviews
This booklet is the fourth in the series of New Chichester
Papers published by Chichester Local History Society and
the second by Ken Green covering an aspect of the city during the Second World War. (The previous one being The
Day the Liberator Crashed on Chichester). It recounts the
three major bombing raids on Chichester on Basin Road in
March 1941, on Chapel Street and St Martin’s Street in February 1943, and on Armadale Road and Green Lane in April
1944.
It starts by setting the raids in the broader context of the military defence measures that had been taken around the city
and the range of civil defence measures such as public air
raid shelters and household protection options of Anderson
or Morrison shelters. Each of the raids is described in detail
and augmented by personal recollections and a range of photographs of the destruction wreaked by the bombs.
As he and his family lived in Green Lane, the author recalls
in some detail the night the road was bombed and the damage to his house.This brief publication adds considerably to
the wartime history of Chichester, especially as its author
witnessed events first hand. It’s well worth a read.
The booklet is available from West Sussex Record Office,
Kim’s Bookshop on South Street, Hornet Newsagents and
the Tourist Information Centre at the Novium. Price £3

Chichester Then & Now in Colour
Philip MacDougall, the author, replies to the review published in our December issue
So, Richard Childs does not like
my latest book, critical of both
style and choice of illustrations. I
am certainly grateful for two errors identified but not the suggestion of a further error of which the
book is far from guilty. I refer
(p.49) to the use of the area of the
former livestock market continuing ‘as a farmer’s market and
boot fair’, so I should not be written off ‘as seemingly unaware of
this fact’.
As for the observation that some
of the ‘now’ photographs do not
by location exactly match ‘then’
illustrations, this was deliberate. I
was not attempting to produce a
ISSUE NUMBER 176~ MARCH 2013

formulaic and predictable manual
but something that would hint at
Chichester’s changing and developing ambience. Thus my surprise to discover criticism levied
at the sepia-toned portrayal of the
of the Vicar’s Hall functioning as
a restaurant and its contrast with
effectively the same building, the
undercroft, still serving (in a not
dissimilar style) the needs of
those in search of sustenance.
People and what they do can be
contrasted just as much as buildings – so helping tease out the
real and multi-dimensional differences that exist in the Chichester

of ‘then’ with the Chichester of
‘now’.
However, I am even more perplexed by an attack on writing
style – accused of being polemical. A word that means ‘fierce
discussion’, I chose to enliven the
book with just such a discussion,
addressing contemporary concerns that confront the Chichester
of ‘now’. To do otherwise would
be a disservice to a city undergoing so much change. Incidentally,
it was not me that introduced the
‘four horsemen of the apocalypse’
concept but a seemingly overexcited reviewer determined to
find fault.

Read other issues on our website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
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The Chichester Society is forty years old
‘A Call to the Citizens of Chichester’; David Goodman’s address that started us going!
During this, our anniversary, we
shall be taking a look back at old
newsletters which illustrate key
events in the history of the Society
We begin with the meting on the
1st of October, 1973, when David
Goodman addressed a public
meeting in the Assembly Rooms.
An artist, designer, lecturer and
essayist, our Founder and President David Goodman has for
many decades contributed to the
life of our community. He was
Head of the former Chichester
School of Art, was closely involved in the establishment of
Pallant House Gallery and the
Oxmarket Centre of Arts, owner of
Chichester Design Associates coowner of the David Paul Gallery
and Design Group. He organised
the City of Chichester National
Art Exhibition in 1975 and 13 annual art exhibitions of international significance during the
Chichester Festivities. Now in his
90's he lives in retirement with his
wife and family at Halnaker. He
was a member of the Executive
Committee for 30 years, and remains our Honorary President.

Chichester is one of the most
beautiful and best preserved of
England’s historic cities. Most of
us have lived here fairly happily
for some years after the war. We
saw changes of course. We saw
destruction in the name of progress and much featureless building in and around the city. But it
was a time when new houses were
desperately needed, expanding
commerce was making irresistible
demands on property, and modern
transport was exposing the inadequacies of our road system.
Unsustainable Changes
So we did not protest too bitterly
when the little red boxes appeared
on the outskirts, when a few old
shops gave way to supermarkets,
when a charming old façade was
given a sharp facelift. Nor were
we panic-stricken by the road improvements. After all, this was the
era of the Festival of Britain, one
of greater confidence than today
in the shaping of our environment. On the whole we accepted
the need for some change and had
reasonable faith in the democratic
safeguards which evolved after

David Goodman with his own painting, ‘St Vaast - Homage to Boudin’
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the pre-war building debacle.
Alas, the situation today is vastly
different. The winds of change
have blown ill indeed and Chichester is reeling. Many parts of its
corporate body have received ugly wounds from the buffeting, but
even now enough remains for us
to want to fight for its survival.
There comes a point in the life of
any town when it can no longer
adequately serve contemporary
needs. It must then change radically, or be destroyed, or decay by
neglect, or be preserved and, if
you like, set aside for our enjoyment. Chichester was thus largely
re-created in the 18th century
when the English showed a special genius for town planning and
domestic architecture. And for
nearly 200 years, when Chichester’s function as a small market
and Cathedral city remained fairly
constant, it served very well.
The Chichester of 1973
Today the links with traditional
function are breaking up rapidly.
From a quiet centre for a rural
community, dominated by the Cathedral Close and the merchant
families, it has become a powerful
seat of local government, a seething seasonal tourist attraction, the
nucleus of an outdoor playground,
a complex of offices, a home for
light industry, a centre for education, a refuge on rainy days for
coastal holidaymakers, a shopping
centre for a swollen catchment
area containing hundreds of week
-end cottage owners among others. It is strained to breaking
point. It is indeed a living place,
but strangulation is just around
the corner.
The central problem is that no old
town can cater fully and efficientMember of the Historic Towns Forum 18

ly for new modes of living without serious and finally mortal mutation. So it is with Chichester.
Do what is essential for basic
comfort, jealously preserving the
fabric, leaving the character intact, and start elsewhere for your
jet-age amenities. Don’t attempt
hopeless compromises.
Enough is enough!
Thus, if my argument is correct,
we are left with a simple proposition. What is done is done, though
some restoration may still be possible - at a price! But for the immediate future let’s slam on the
brakes - hard! Let us attempt to
stop all further changes until it is
demonstrably clear that they are
for the better. Let us, for pity’s
sake, cease to re-mould Chichester under the shadow of the motor
car and the supermarket. Would
this today mean a lingering death?
Of course not.
An example from Italy
I have recently visited my favourite Italian city, Siena. Heaven
knows, the Italians have no better
reputation than us for their development schemes, their average
new domestic architecture, their
urban sprawls. But old cities are
often hardly touched. Yet they do
not die. Siena today is a lovely,
lively city though scarcely a stone
within its old boundaries has been
destroyed.

is the key. The new Ministry (for
the Environment) has declared its
support in principle for pressure
groups, and there is of course the
independent Civic Trust. But essentially the group must surely
have complete autonomy and
freedom of action. It will at times
find itself severely opposed to official and semi-official bodies.
I would like to see the group harness every available talent, particularly in the fields of civil and
common law, architecture, design,
archaeology, journalism and education. I would like it to become
perfectly clear to the average citizen of Chichester who has a serious environmental complaint, or
indeed a constructive idea, to
whom he or she should turn first
for advice or help. At present no
such clarity exists.
Is a new organization needed?
I did not come this evening with
the aim of founding or helping to
found a new organization. I came
to put forward a point of view because, like many of you, I am desperately worried about Chichester’s future, if indeed it has one! I
trust that the answers to these and
other questions will now be heard.
Edited by John Templeton

Positive action
The time has come for some pretty drastic action if living in
Chichester is to have any special
quality at all. I would like to see,
and to work for, a pressure group
capable of powerful action at any
level, and with a POSITIVE programme of conservation. Ideally
of course this pressure group
should be at least partly composed
of representatives from the various local societies. Co-ordination
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Traffic at the Cross (!)

PATRICK MOORE.
A farewell to the famous Selsey
resident, who was typically apoplectic in our newsletter in 1982

I gave up using the trains regularly about three strikes ago, and
now I drive to London. But if I do
go by train, I use Barnham Station
rather than Chichester. It is a better service (though still mediocre):
but at Chichester a long queue of
people is waiting to buy tickets and only one man serving. It
doesn’t seem to occur to the the
stationmaster, if one could find
him, that he might take a hand. I
may have been just unlucky, of
course, but I don’t propose to try
again!
So far as the one way system is
concerned, it is surely obvious
that it must have been worked out
by a committee. I remember the
time when one could drive out of
the Avenue de Chartres and turn
right to get on the Selsey road.
Nowadays there is a curious kind
of looping motion which seldom
fails to produce a traffic block. .
One thing more. Elderly people
who find walking difficult, are
totally defeated when they try to
reach the city centre, because of
the pedestrian precinct – maybe a
good idea basically, but not well
worked out here. And then, the
council has given in to greed and
wiped out the free car parks. A
pity; but that, I suppose, is in accord with the spirit of 1982!
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FESTIVAL OF CHICHESTER
The Society will be supporting the
new Festival (events to be advertised in our June newsletter and the
Festival programme)
Wed 26 Jun Talk on Family
History in the Freemasons’ Hall
Fri 28 Jun Concert by the Quillet
Quartet in St John’s Chapel
Sat 29 Jun Guided walk on the
Chalkstones Trail
OCTOBER
Anniversary lunch at at Chichester
College of FE - date to come.
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